The physicochemical properties of cardiolipin bilayers and cardiolipin-containing lipid membranes.
In this review article, we summarize the current state of biophysical knowledge concerning the phase behavior and organization of cardiolipin (CL) and CL-containing phospholipid bilayer model membranes. We first briefly consider the occurrence and distribution of CL in biological membranes and its probable biological functions therein. We next consider the unique chemical structure of the CL molecule and how this structure may determine its distinctive physical properties. We then consider in some detail the thermotropic phase behavior and organization of CL and CL-containing lipid model membranes as revealed by a variety of biophysical techniques. We also attempt to relate the chemical properties of CL to its function in the biological membranes in which it occurs. Finally, we point out the requirement for additional biophysical studies of both lipid model and biological membranes in order to increase our currently limited understanding of the relationship between CL structure and physical properties and CL function in biological membranes.